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Street Youth Hostel   1931 to present  
 
The Chalet, Ivythorn Hill, Street, Somerset BA16 OTZ 
Historic County: Somerset YHA Regions: Gloucester, Somerset & 

Exmoor, South-West, South 
GR: ST 480345 

 
The Chalet on Ivythorn Hill, known for almost 90 years as Street youth hostel, was built as a summer-house for two 
philanthropic Quaker spinster sisters, Ellen Clothier Impey and Catherine Impey, both of Street. The house is of 
idiosyncratic Swiss chalet appearance of mixed brick and timber construction; a building date of 1914 is visible 
under the front eaves. The Impey family had been established in the area as seed merchants in the 19th century and 
were connected by marriage to the Clothiers of Street and by consequence of further marriage links to the Clark 
family. The house thus already had historical connections with Clark’s shoe empire in Street, a town historically 
established as a strong Quaker centre, and that company was itself a Quaker business.  
 

   
In 1922, after only 8 years or so of ownership, Catherine Impey donated her home to a group of influential local worthies, to be 
operated under the control of a Trust for the public good. The Quaker influence was strong, and to this day the youth hostel is 

leased from the Mid-Somerset Monthly Meeting of the Society of Friends. Above are two pages of a Chalet brochure from about 
the same year, advertising recuperation, holiday accommodation, especially ‘for those of limited means’, and refreshments  

(author’s collection) 
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Thus, on 24th August 1922 the Chalet was gifted by Catherine Impey to a consortium of local business people, 
including herself, to run the house as a philanthropic venture. Somerset Heritage Centre possesses many deeds of the 
property. This transaction was described in one of them as:  

Deed of gift by Catherine Impey of Street, spinster to John Bright Clark, manufacturer, William Bancroft Clark, 
undergraduate, Samuel Thompson Clothier, Quarry Proprietor, Wilfrid George Hinde, factory manager, Rhoda 

Constance Hinde, Catherine Impey, Ernest Aubrey Litten, factory manager, Richard Wallis Littleboy, 
accountant, Christopher Choat Morland, manufacturer all of Street and Charles Henry Whitlow of 

Glastonbury, of a dwelling house known as The Chalet, on Ivythorne Hill, Street with lands. 
 
The Chalet Trust was formed in that same year, providing a holiday and rest home for Clark’s employees, local 
people and those of limited means, perhaps the first use of a phrase that glued itself to YHA a decade later. It also 
provided a convalescent home for tuberculosis sufferers. Refreshment rooms were based here between 1923 and 
1931, as Ivythorn Hill was a noted beauty spot and an early acquisition for the National Trust in 1919.  
 
The brochure described above goes on to describe, using a quaint spelling, the Chalet’s attractions: 

The accommodation available at the Châlet consists of a furnished flat on the first floor containing a sitting 
room facing south and opening on to an extensive balcony, 2 bedrooms (1 double, 1 single) with a small kitchen, 
bathroom, etc. This is conveniently arranged for parties wishing to board and wait on themselves, or if desired, 

service can be arranged with the resident caretakers. Besides this flat there are two bedrooms (1 double, 1 single) 
on the second floor both opening on to a South balcony. These can be let in conjunction with the flat or else 

separately, in the latter case a sitting room on the ground floor is available for meals. Two shelters in the garden 
are furnished with beds for sleeping in the open air in the summer. An excellent camping site is also available in 

the field which comprises part of the estate. There is also accommodation for a car. 
 

Terms: as the Châlet is not run for the purpose of making any private profit, the terms are fixed on a very 
moderate scale in order to cover working charges and cost of upkeep. Bookings ahead can be made for lets  
of a week or two during the summer, and special terms are given for longer lets during the winter months. 

Application for Terms and other particulars should be made to the caretakers, the Châlet, Street, Somerset. 
 
When the YHA burst onto the national scene in 1931 the Chalet Trust leased the building immediately to the 
Association, represented by Paul Sturge, another influential Quaker within the pioneer YHA. A further deed held 
by the Somerset Heritage Centre describes the transaction as: 

Demise by William Bancroft Clark of Hindhayes Street, convenor of the Chalet Trustees to Paul Sturge of 
Clifton, Bristol, Honorary Secretary of the Regional Council for Gloucestershire and Somerset of the  
Youth Hostels Association of Great Britain, of a dwelling house known as The Chalet, 18 Apr 1931.  

 

 
Pages from an original 1931 YHA Handbook, showing Street and the other hostels in the area (YHA Archive) 
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Two delightful pre-war postcards of Street youth hostel that show considerable modification and expansion. 

1: a very early postcard, with the silhouette-style YHA triangle sign typical of YHA’s first days. The Chalet sports bucolic beams 
and balcony rails, and the two posed figures are deep in peaceful contemplation. There is no extension to the left, so the  

image probably predates the 1933 expansion. A perpendicular ladder provides an escape from the top to the middle floor; 
2: this lovely postcard is postmarked August 1940 and shows considerable modification from the first. The rustic beams have 
been simplified, the balcony fences filled in for security (though the ladder escape was to persist for many more years), and  
the men’s sleeping hut shows clearly at the eastern end of the hostel. The kitchen and dining / lounge extension would have 
been a much-needed improvement. In the early YHA years signs such as that on the lower balcony were often displayed for  

Teas, Jugs, Trays and Minerals. A standard enamelled black and white triangle sign of the period has replaced the old pattern  
 (author’s collection) 

 
The hostel was one of many in the Association’s first few years to be encouraged under Quaker guidance and 
principles. Street youth hostel opened on 19th March 1931 (a month before the signing of the lease), with wardens 
Mr and Mrs Cozens (though YHA named a Miss Livesey at the outset, as ‘hostess’). It was thus the first hostel to be 
established by YHA (E&W) in that pioneering year. It was provided and maintained by a special Street Committee, 
at least until the end of the war, with YHA’s local Gloucester and Somerset Regional Committee holding less 
influence than normal. There were beds for 8 men and 8 women in 1931, and 12+12 the following year. There is 
some evidence of external rebuilding on the west side and on the rear face of the house (the use of common red brick 
to extend or replace finer yellow brick); this may have been at the behest of the early YHA, or earlier still. 
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In the earliest hostel days there was no mains water and the balconies were supported by beams of an antiquated 
rustic appearance, later changed to a plainer and safer pattern. In 1933 the premises were enlarged and improved, 
providing a total of between 40 and 45 beds right up to 1991. The single-storey extension on the west side was 
probably added at this time, and certainly by 1940. The provision of a separate timber hut to the east may date from 
the 1933 alterations. For many years it was the men’s dormitory but later divided for warden’s and dormitory use 
and more recently converted to sole staff use. It is now a facility for camping, with reserved staff space. 
 

 1  2  
1&2: comparative views of the curious outside stair access, in the early days and in 2009. Since the latter date the  
inside of the main house has undergone many alterations, but the outside appearance remains largely unchanged 

 (YHA Archive and author’s photograph, September 2009)  
 
The hostel closed under wartime restrictions some time later in 1939, apparently soon relaxed as good numbers 
stayed here in 1940. A national notice of 5th November 1940 then advised that it was closed until further notice. 
Street hostel remained unavailable in 1941-43, but reopened on 1st April 1944 and was busy in 1945. Meanwhile, in 
1941, the Street Committee had been looking for an alternative hostel locally, but was unable to find one. 
 
There was an extension of the lease of the chalet to YHA by the Mid-Somerset Monthly Meeting of the Society of 
Friends for the term of five years, 7th Nov 1946; and a further deed exists of the appointment of new trustees to the 
Chalet on 1st Feb 1960. 
 

    
 

   
A selection of hostel stamps and pin badges from various eras (author’s collection) 

 
Mabel Pratt was a devoted YHA member. In the immediate post-war period she toured many hostels by bike, along 
with her children, and wrote extensively about the experiences in a series of diaries held at the Bodleian Library, 
Oxford. She was a gifted artist and sketched many of the hostels, including Street.  

10th September 1948 
[…at Croscombe] we found the youth hostel in the main street, but no room for me…  
[…on to Street Youth Hostel, sketched by Mabel]. The warden was our friend recently of Chepstow YH. He 
warned us that there were no self-cooking facilities owing to lack of room, and that we would be too late for 
supper. It was not easy finding the hostel tucked off the main road.  
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Warden Mrs Fowen announced her 
retirement in 1959 after three years, but 
stayed until 1977. Perhaps she was persuaded 
by the installation of electricity over the 
winter of 1959-60. Harry Willey kept a diary 
of his hostelling cycle tour in August 1960, 
and wrote this comment on a postcard home: 
Chalet-type hostel. In the outhouse again. Went 
to a local farm for milk; the farmer took it straight 
from the churn. Peeled spuds in the warden’s 
kitchen, also extra duty of 50 pumps for water. 
Good all round hostel.  
 
 
Cyclist Peter Copping took this photo in the 
summer of 1960, from a less usual angle  

 
Up to the end of the century Sue Levy, Bob Jenkins, Grat Brown, James Parsons, Rosina Pinder, Dot Ware, 
Christine Lambert, Barbara Holiday, David Benson and probably others all had warden spells here, often caretaking 
for only a single season, after Mrs Fowen. About 1971, after 40 years’ hostel use, the hand-pump mentioned by 
Harry Willey was replaced by an electric one. In 1978 the leaseholders were still the Mid-Somerset Monthly 
Meeting, who further extended the tenancy to the YHA Trust for 10 years from 1st September in that year, and 
have continued to act as landlords to the present. The number of beds was reduced slightly, to 40, in 1980. 

 

 1  2  
1: an attractive transparency from 1983 by George Miller. He was standing with his back to the car park and road;  
2: Golden Jubilee presentation plaque, unveiled by Len Clark in 1980 (1: author’s collection, 2: author’s photograph)  

  
YHA’s Southern Region annual report for 1991 highlighted how the national programme of improvements work 
(PDMP) had been brought to Street, with total refurbishment, providing for the first time all the accommodation 
for members inside the main building, to a higher standard throughout and with a reduced capacity of 32 beds. 
These were arranged in one 3-bedded room, three 4-bedded, one 5-bedded and one 12-bedded.  Provided meals were 
withdrawn, leaving Street as a self-catering hostel to the present day. The traditional atmosphere had been retained 
and in 1991 the hostel was to be made available for groups during the winter through ‘Rent-a-Hostel’. 
 
Redundant beds were taken to Cleeve Hill hostel near Cheltenham, where they replaced older iron bunks. In 1996-
97 the large top floor dormitory was divided to give two family dormitories. At some stage during this decade of 
improvements the outside ladder escape was finally upgraded to a lateral flight of steps built onto the lower balcony. 

 
Duncan Simpson remembers the outside hut and the arrangements for wardens before the PDMP work:  

The hut was used for many years as the men’s dormitory, had a period of dual-use for staff and members, and is 
now used by the manager. When I first went to Street, the warden’s quarters were in the house, a bedroom 
upstairs and a sitting room downstairs, on the left as you came into the hostel through the side door. It wasn’t 
unusual to have warden’s accommodation scattered all over a hostel, cheek by cheek with everyone else.  
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1: the pale notice near the camera reads: mens’ dormitory and wash place (YHA Archive photo, courtesy of Richard Denby); 

2: the rear of the hostel. The hut has stood here since the 1930s, though altered both externally and internally over that time. 
The house is full of surprises: the first floor timber bay standing proud at the rear of the house (bedroom 5) is probably a  

YHA construction and houses a unique single bed (author’s photograph, September 2009) 
 

By spring 1998 Street hostel had been reduced in capacity even further, to 28 beds, reflecting the move towards 
greater comfort and privacy, and had new heating and hot water systems added to ensure that Rent-a-Hostel users 
were more cosy in winter, with plenty of hot water for the showers.  
 

 1  2  
 

 3  4  
The Chalet youth hostel looked especially welcoming in September 2009. 

1: the hostel stands high on Ivythorn Hill, with extensive views over Street and to Glastonbury Tor;  
2: the west side of the house, with kitchen extension prominent. The balcony area above it has been simplified over the years; 

3: this shot shows the original stair to first floor balcony and the 1990s flight, replacing the ladder from the second floor balcony.  
4: at the top of the stairs: the first level balcony with its curiously perched WC and washroom. This layout is now much changed; 
Benches are provided. Margaret Whaley recalls how in 1986 YHA commemorated the life of Dan Hayman, a guiding light for 

many years in the Region and himself a Quaker, by purchasing a teak bench in his name for the verandah  
(author’s photographs, September 2009) 
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Though records are not complete for managers’ details in the new century, Rachel Cooper (2002), John Sewell  
(2003-07) and Andrew Hartley (about 2008 to 2014) are known to have run the hostel.  A new arrangement came 
into play in 2014, when Sean Bickerton, then Matthew Fox, looked after both Cheddar and Street hostels. Toni 
Hedley was appointed joint manager in 2017, with team members sharing the responsibilities at both sites. The 
pattern continued in 2019 with Nick Kitchen’s appointment to both hostels. 
 

Over the winter of 2018-19 YHA redeveloped and 
modernised the hostel, grounds and staff quarters significantly, 
while the hut, originally the men’s dormitory and later for 
staff, had been modified to include up-to-date camping 
utilities and a staff bedroom. Two new 4-bed camping pods sit 
alongside and augment the two bell tents. Capacity is reduced 
to 25 in the chalet. The self-catering kitchen diner was 
remodelled as an open plan kitchen/diner. In 2019 the hostel 
provided 28 beds, plus 10 bell tent spaces. 
 
Left: idyllic charm in a newly created space (YHA photograph) 

 

 1  2  
 

 3  4  
 

 5  6  
Interior photographs prepared for the Rent-a-Hostel scheme (left view) in 1992, compared with new shots (right) from 2019. 
1&2: the members’ kitchen. Originally an enclosed self-contained small space, it is now opened up to great visual advantage; 

3&4: the dining room / main lounge. A practical transverse dining bar, fewer larger tables and beautifully-designed comfortable 
and adaptable seating have replaced the former plain tables and chairs. The small extra ‘snug’ can be seen on the next page; 

5&6: one of the two top floor rooms, as quirky and attractive now as they must have been to wayfarers in 1931 
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 2  3  
 

    4 
The annual overnights for 2019 raced to a new record of over 6,500. Here are some wider views of YHA Street in that year. 

1: this rear view shows clearly the red brickwork at first floor level that seems to be an afterthought; like the wooden bay it is an 
unbalanced feature of the design. Together they may well represent extensions to the original caretaker’s or warden’s facilities; 

2: the new camping facilities and two camping pods, viewed from the first floor of the Chalet;  
3: view of Glastonbury Tor from the rear footpath leading down the hill towards Street; 

4: the two 5-bed bell tents at the west end of the property (author’s photographs, June 2019)  
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Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows 
1932-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb 

W: wartime closure; *: 17 month period; +: notional figure included for exclusive hire and/or camping 
          

… 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 
… 455 935 1262 1156 1549 1857 2270 2644 2315 

          

1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 
810 W W W 1878 2756 3078 3618 4218 4188 

          

1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 
4151 4152 4157 3214 2596 2511 2438 2655 2261 2235 

          

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 
1914 1770 1676 1781 1614 1626 1778 2104 2825 2246 

          

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 
2732 3130 2535 2855 3582 3458 open 3715 2873 3760 

          

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 
3657 3719 3333 3602 3670 3578 3659 3695 3702 3453 

          

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
3448 3631 6003* 4905 4634 5112 4977 4944 4398 4804 

          

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
4525 4068 4382 4429 2649 4808 3789 4125 3243 3549 

          

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
3080 5513 5421 4811 4870+ 5210+ 4658+ 4744+ 4850+ 6567+ 

 

    
 

    
Publicity images of YHA Street in 2019: attractive setting; main entrance; comfortable dining; cosy snug 

 
 © John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive 


